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ABSTRACT
The residual gain errors add to the systematics of the radio interferometric observa-
tions. In case of the high dynamic range observations, these systematic effects domi-
nates over the thermal noise of the observation. In this work, we investigate the effect
of time-correlated residual gain errors in the estimation of the power spectrum of
the sky brightness distribution in high dynamic range observations. Particularly, we
discuss a methodology to estimate the bias in the power spectrum estimator of the
redshifted 21-cm signal from neutral hydrogen in the presence of bright extragalactic
compact sources. We find, that for the visibility based power spectrum estimators,
particularly those use nearby baseline correlations to avoid noise bias, the bias in the
power spectrum arises mainly from the time correlation in the residual gain error. The
bias also depends on the baseline distribution for a particular observation. Analytical
calculations show that the bias is dominant for certain types of baseline pairs used for
the visibility correlation. We perform simulated observation of extragalactic compact
sources in the presence of residual gain errors with the GMRT like array and estimate
the bias in the power spectrum. Our results indicate that in order to estimate the
redshifted 21-cm power spectrum, better calibration techniques and estimator devel-
opment are required.
Key words: cosmology: dark ages, reionization – methods: analytical, numerical,
statistical – techniques: interferometric
1 INTRODUCTION
Interferometers are the key instruments to measure
multi scale properties of the sky brightness distribution
at radio frequencies. An interferometer consists of one
(Balasubramanyam 2014) or many receiving elements in
the form of antenna (GMRT1 (Swarup et al. 1991), VLA
2 (Thompson et al. 1980) etc.) or dipoles (the LOFAR
3 (van Haarlem et al. 2013), the MWA 4 (Bowman et al.
2013), etc.). Each of these elements measures one or two
components of the electric field of the incoming electromag-
netic waves. The electric fields from different elements are
then correlated and averaged over certain time intervals. The
later, usually known as the visibility, is the spatial corre-
lation function of the electric field at the earth’s surface
(Thompson et al. 1991). The electric field measured by each
⋆ E-mail: jaisk.rs.phy16@iitbhu.ac.in
1 The Giant Metrewave Radio Telescope
2 The Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array
3 The LOw Frequency ARray
4 The Murchison Widefield Array
element of the interferometer is also affected by the iono-
spheric electron density variation, the receiver beam and
the electronics following the receiver. Collectively, we men-
tion these effects as antenna based gains. The gain usu-
ally varies with time and frequency (Taylor et al. 1999).
Several procedures are used during observation and data
reduction to estimate the gains and calibrate the visibil-
ities. These include observation of the standard calibra-
tor sources to measure long time scale variation of the
gain, self-calibration (Pearson & Readhead 1984) to reduce
the effect of rapid ionospheric changes, redundancy cali-
bration (Noordam & de Bruyn 1982; Wieringa 1992), etc.
For the telescopes with large field of view, additionally,
direction-dependent calibration techniques are used to es-
timate and mitigate the effect of ionosphere along the dif-
ferent directions over each antenna (van der Tol et al. 2007;
Wijnholds & van der Veen 2009).
Different aspects of the radio interferometric observa-
tions, like the rapid fluctuation in gain with time, measure-
ment noise in each visibilities, observation overhead on the
calibrators, etc, limits the accuracy of the calibration in ev-
ery interferometric observation. However, with modern algo-
c© 2020 The Authors
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rithms the calibration errors are rather small and high dy-
namic range imaging is achieved for the strong radio sources
(Bhatnagar et al. 2011). The major challenge with calibra-
tion, at present, is to accurately estimate characteristics of
faint and diffuse emission from a particular origin in the
presence of other bright sources. We shall discuss and focus
particularly on the calibration issues with the measurement
of the redshifted 21-cm emission.
The temperature power spectrum of the cosmic mi-
crowave background radiation measures the statistical prop-
erties of the small fluctuations in matter density at the
epoch of recombination. Following the recombination era,
small fluctuations in the dark matter grew by gravitational
instability. The baryonic matter, mostly neutral hydrogen
roughly followed the dark matter density. Eventually, the
baryonic matter density rose to the critical point and the
first luminous objects were formed. This era of the cos-
mological evolution is termed as the cosmic dawn (CoD).
Plentiful radiations from the first luminous objects ion-
ized the neutral hydrogen, the epoch is hence termed as
the epoch of reionization (EoR). In the post reionization
universe, the neutral hydrogen can only be found in shelf-
shielded dense compact objects, like galaxies, etc. The for-
mation of structures, the nature of the first luminous objects
and physics of reionization can be traced by studying the
evolution of the brightness temperature (Madau et al. 1997;
Shaver et al. 1999; Furlanetto et al. 2006; Pritchard & Loeb
2012; Zaroubi 2013). The evolution of neutral hydrogen can
be studied by observing the 21-cm line at different redshifts.
Recently, Bowman et al. (2018) reports the first observa-
tion of the cosmic dawn at a redshift of 17. Observation
of quasar absorption spectra (Becker et al. 2001; Fan et al.
2003, 2006), the optical depth for Thomson scattering
from Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB) anisotropy
(Page et al. 2007; Komatsu et al. 2011; Hinshaw et al. 2013;
Planck Collaboration et al. 2016), IGM temperature mea-
surements (Theuns et al. 2002; Bolton et al. 2010) etc sug-
gests a redshift range of 15 to 6 for the EoR.
At present several experiments are planned to estimate
the power spectrum of the brightness temperature fluctua-
tion (Bharadwaj & Sethi 2001; Bharadwaj & Ali 2005) from
the epoch of reionization including the experiments with the
GMRT (Paciga et al. 2013), LOFAR (van Haarlem et al.
2013), MWA (Tingay et al. 2013; Bowman et al. 2013;
Dillon et al. 2015), the Donald C. Backer Precision Array for
Probing the Epoch of Reionization (PAPER; Parsons et al.
(2010); Ali et al. (2015)), the Hydrogen Epoch of Reion-
ization Array (DeBoer et al. 2017), the Square Kilome-
ter Array (Mellema et al. 2013; Koopmans et al. 2015)
etc. One of the major challenges in these experiments
is the presence of several orders of magnitude stronger
emission at the observation frequency of the redshifted
21-cm emission (reference) (Shaver et al. 1999; Ali et al.
2008; Jelic´ et al. 2008; Bernardi et al. 2010; Ghosh et al.
2012), usually termed as foregrounds. The foreground emis-
sions include compact sources such as the radio galax-
ies and diffuse synchrotron and free-free emissions from
the Galaxy (Shaver et al. 1999; Di Matteo et al. 2002;
Oh & Mack 2003; Cooray & Furlanetto 2004; Ali et al.
2008; Ghosh et al. 2012). A combination of foreground
avoidance (Datta et al. 2010; Choudhuri et al. 2016) and
foreground mitigation (Choudhuri et al. 2017) techniques
have been developed.
In all the above techniques, observation of the redshifted
21-cm signal in the presence of foreground requires to mea-
sure the sky brightness distribution with a dynamic range
of about ∼ 105 or larger. Presence of strong foreground at
the EoR frequencies additionally introduces the need for ac-
curate calibration to achieve such high dynamic range mea-
surements. The calibration errors often restrict the obser-
vations to reduce the expected thermal noise by integrating
for a longer time.
Ghosh et al. (2012) subtract the foreground compact
sources and estimate the power spectrum of the sky bright-
ness distribution at 150 MHz with the GMRT. At the
wavenumbers of k ∼ 0.12 − 1.2 h Mpc−1, where the effect
of the galactic synchrotron radiation is subdominant, they
find that the power spectrum amplitude to be ∼ 1000 mK2
with ∼ 10 hours of observations. This is much larger than
the expected redshifted 21-cm signal, they attribute it to the
systematic of visibility measurements. These measurements
hence pose an upper limit to the redshifted 21-cm power
spectrum amplitude. Paciga et al. (2013) used the GMRT
to observe the 150 MHz sky for 40 hours. They report an
upper limit of (248 mK)2 at wavenumbers of 0.5 h Mpc−1.
Barry et al. (2019) have reported an upper limit of power
spectral amplitude as 3900 mK2 at the wavenumber of 0.2 h
Mpc−1 with 21 hours of the MWA observations at the red-
shift 7.1. Recently Mertens et al. (2020) gives an upper limit
of (73 mK)2 at the wavenumber of 0.075 h Mpc−1 at the red-
shift of 9.1 with 141 hours of observations with the LOFAR.
All the above estimates of the upper limits are larger than
what could be achieved with ideal calibration. This shows
that at present the observations are rather limited by differ-
ent systematics including uncorrected instrumental effects.
Gehlot et al. (2018) have studied calibration effects
such as gain errors, the effect of the polarized foregrounds,
and ionospheric effects in power spectral analysis with the
LOFAR-LBA. Patil et al. (2016) has also studied the sys-
tematic bias in the data resulting from the calibration
in context to the LOFAR-EoR experiments. Other litera-
tures in the field, such as (Asad et al. 2015, 2016, 2018;
Vedantham & Koopmans 2015, 2016; Mevius et al. 2016))
investigate the effect of polarization leakage, ionospheric ef-
fects, etc. Effect of antenna beam variations for the obser-
vation of 21-cm signal is studied by Joseph et al. (2020). Ef-
fect of inaccurate models for sky-based self calibration are
discussed in Barry et al. (2016); Ewall-Wice et al. (2017).
An alternative to self-calibration is the redundancy calibra-
tion technique where a priory model of the sky is not re-
quired (Noordam & de Bruyn 1982; Wieringa 1992). The re-
dundancy calibration requires existence of redundant base-
lines, and hence is more effective for a certain type of ar-
ray design. In this calibration, the gain solutions are in-
dependent of sky models, however, the overall amplitude
and phase gradients have to be set with external informa-
tion (Wieringa 1992; Liu et al. 2010). There are caveats to
this method. Non-redundancy in the baseline distribution
results in spectral structure that contaminates EoR detec-
tions (Liu et al. 2010). Effect of Position errors and Beam
variations on calibration solutions have been studied in lit-
erature (Joseph et al. 2018; Orosz et al. 2019). Byrne et al.
(2019) show that limitations of sky based calibration results
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in a fundamental limit on the calibration accuracy and in-
troduces additional spectral structure.
A major part of the reported upper limit of the power
spectrum is due to the uncorrected gain errors in the ob-
servations. These errors appear due to the various effects,
including and not restricted to the ionospheric density vari-
ation with time, variation of the instrumental gain at the
small time and frequency intervals, etc. Datta et al. (2009,
2010) have investigated the effect of errors in the source
positions arising due to residual gain in interferometric cal-
ibration. They use different but constant position errors for
different sources in the sky and estimate its consequence in
the systematics of 21-cm power spectrum estimation. In this
work, we address the problem by modeling time-dependent
residual gain errors directly and investigate the systematics
that may arise in the observations of the redshifted 21-cm
emission in presence of strong foreground, a particular an-
tenna configuration and a gain model. We considered the
gain models with time-correlated residual gains. The effect
of the residual gain variation across different frequency chan-
nels and the effect of different gain models will be presented
in a following paper.
The rest of the paper is arranged in the following way.
In section 2 we discuss the power spectrum estimation, gain
error models and their effect on the power spectrum estima-
tion analytically. We show results from a simulated observa-
tion in section 3. The importance of the result is discussed
in section 4.
2 ANALYTICAL CALCULATION
2.1 Measurement of Visibility function
We consider an interferometric observation, where all the
antenna looks at a fixed part of the sky. Thus the antennae
track the part of the sky as time progresses. Each antenna
of a radio interferometer records the electric field incident
on its cross dipoles modified by the complex gain arising
from the entire electronic chain. In addition to the electronic
chain, the ionosphere also modifies the complex signal, and
the effect is corrected often as a part of the gain calibration.
The interferometers evaluate the spatial coherence function
of the source or the visibility as a function of the inverse
angular scale in the sky or baseline. The visibilities are cal-
culated by cross-correlating the electric fields from each pair
of antenna using digital correlators. A pair of antenna, at
a given time, generates a baseline given by their positional
separation projected perpendicular to the direction of obser-
vation in units of observing wavelengths. With the help of
primary calibrators and self-calibration method the antenna
gains are calculated as a function of time and frequencies
and the visibilities are calibrated. Note that, the gain cali-
bration can only be done to certain accuracy depending on
the quality of the primary calibrators, receiver noise, iono-
spheric stability, etc. We shall refer to the uncalibrated part
of the gain as residual gain. The residual complex gain from
antenna A can be modeled as
gA(t, ν) = [1 + δA(t, ν)] e
iφA(t,ν), (1)
where δA is dimensionless and φA is measured in radian.
They are much smaller than unity and randomly distributed.
Hence, the visibility VMAB(t, ν) measured by antenna pair
A and B in presence of the residual gain can be written
in terms of the visibility function from the sky V SAB =<
E∗AEB >Tc as
VMAB(t, ν) =< g
∗
A(t, ν)gB(t, ν) >Tc V
S
AB(ν), (2)
where we have assumed that the sky signal is not correlated
with the gain. Furthermore, the V SAB(ν) is a time stationary
signal (Taylor et al. 1999). Here Tc corresponds to the inte-
gration time to calculate the correlation of the electric fields.
In case of high dynamic range observations, the visibilities
V SAB will have two components, the V
H
AB , the component cor-
responds to the strong or high signal and a component V LAB
corresponding to the low signal, where | V S,HAB |>>| V
S,L
AB |.
In such case, it is required to have | V RAB(t) |< V
L
AB , where
the residual visibility V RAB is defined as
V RAB(t, ν) = V
M
AB(t, ν)− V
S
AB(ν). (3)
2.2 Gain error models
We assume that the quantities δA(t, ν) and φA(t, ν), that
characterizes the residual gain errors, follow Gaussian dis-
tribution with mean zero. In this work, we assume that
the residual gain errors are uncorrelated in frequency and
consider the effect of time correlation only. Small asymme-
try in the antenna beam pattern, parallactic angle rotation
and time coherence in the electron density variation in the
ionosphere are expected to introduce time correlation in the
residual gains. We quantify this time correlation using two-
point correlation functions of δA(t, ν) and φA(t, ν) as
ξA(τ, ν) = 〈δA(t, ν)δA(t+ τ, ν)〉, σ
2
δ = 〈δ
2
A〉
ΦA(τ, ν) = 〈φA(t, ν)φA(t+ τ, ν)〉, σ
2
φ = 〈φ
2
A〉, (4)
were ξA(t) = 0 ∀ τ 6= 0 corresponds to the case of no time
correlation. We have assumed the parameters σ is indepen-
dent of frequency, the residual gain errors from different an-
tennae are uncorrelated and there is no correlation between
the amplitude and the phase gain errors of any antenna.
The autocorrelation function of residual gain components
can be expressed alternatively in terms of the time-averaged
correlations ∆ and ∇ defined as
∆(Γ) =
1
Γ
∫ Γ
0
ξA(t)dt (5)
∇(Γ) =
1
Γ
∫ Γ
0
ΦA(t)dt,
which are particularly useful as the ensemble average in
eqn 4 is performed assuming the system is intermittent. The
averaging time Γ corresponds to the integration time Tc used
to calculate the visibilities.
2.3 Power spectrum estimation and bias
The statistical nature of the signal is quantified by
the power spectrum of the sky brightness distribution.
Bharadwaj & Sethi (2001) have shown that the power spec-
trum of the sky brightness distribution can be estimated
directly by correlating the visibilities at the same baselines.
In eqn 2, we have neglected the receiver noise. In most of the
radio interferometric observations, the receiver noise domi-
nates the visibility measurements. Bharadwaj & Ali (2005)
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2020)
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has observed that the noise is not correlated across nearby
baselines, but, the sky signal is correlated. Based on this
they proposed that real part of the visibility correlation at
nearby baselines can be used as the power spectrum estima-
tor
E [P (~U)] = Re
[
〈V (~U)∗V (~U +∆~U)〉
]
. (6)
Here, the angular brackets denote ensemble average. In gen-
eral, for a wide field of view observation, the baseline vector
~U has three components, usually denoted as (u, v, w), where
w is the projection along the center of the field of view of ob-
servation. It has been shown by Dutta et al. (2010) that the
effect of the w term depends on the baseline configuration
and the functional form of the power spectrum. They show
that the w term introduces a modified aperture function and
for a power law spectrum of slope −2, its effect can be ne-
glected if the baselines chosen to estimate the power spectra
are larger than 180λ. Ali et al. (2008) compare results with
visibility correlation estimated by assuming ~U = (u, v) be-
tween using all the baselines and only baselines with w < 50
for GMRT 153 MHz observations. They find no difference
in their results. In this work, we consider the baseline vec-
tor to have two components, ~U = (u, v). Detail discussion
about the visibility correlation estimator can be seen in
Bharadwaj & Ali (2005) and its implementations in various
forms can be found in Choudhuri et al. (2014). In this work,
we consider the visibility correlation at the same frequency
only. We shall not write the frequency dependence explicitly
henceforth, if not needed particularly.
We use the visibility based power spectrum estimator
that requires to perform ensemble average over many realiza-
tions of the visibility correlation at a given baseline vector.
Since we always have only one realization of the observed
sky, the ensemble average is done assuming spatial ergod-
icity. Each antenna has a finite response over the sky. This
correlates the observed signal in the nearby baselines and
we may consider the visibility correlations performed over
a small region near a given baseline vector as different re-
alizations. The real part of the average of these realizations
is then taken as the estimate of the power spectrum at that
baseline.
The presence of residual gain errors may introduce an
additional bias in the estimation of the power spectrum by
visibility correlation. This bias depends explicitly on the
time and the antenna pair involved in the visibility mea-
surements. The contribution to the bias from a particular
visibility correlation V 2 can be written in terms of the resid-
ual visibilities (see eqn 3) as
V 2RABCD(~U, t, ~U +∆~U, t
′) = V RAB(~U, t)
∗ V RCD(~U +∆~U, t
′).
(7)
In general different combinations of antenna pairs, e. g. an-
tenna pair AB with antenna pair CD etc. can give rise to
nearby baseline vectors. The bias in the power spectrum is
average of all the V 2R from all the possible antenna pairs
giving rise to the nearby baseline vectors. For the power
spectrum estimator discussed here, the ensemble average in
eqn (6) is estimated over all the visibility measurements in a
circular region of radius | ∆~U | at the baseline ~U . The visibil-
ity correlations performed to estimate the power spectrum at
the baseline ~U will have four different types of contributions
from these visibility measurements. These are correlations of
baselines assumed by the same antenna at different times,
correlations of baselines with one common antenna at same
or different time stamps and correlations of baselines as-
sumed by all four different antennae at the same or different
time stamps. Since we do not expect any correlation in the
residual gains across the different antenna, the residual gain
correlation is important only when at least one antenna is
common between the two baselines correlated. These cases
are discussed below.
• Case I Same antenna pairs correlated at different
times: Here we consider the correlation of the same antenna
pairs, say AB, at different time stamps of observations to
get nearby baseline vectors, i.e,
V 2RABAB(~U, t, ~U +∆~U, t
′) = V RAB(~U, t)
∗ V RAB(~U +∆~U, t
′).
(8)
If in the region in the baseline plane over which the visibility
correlation is performed to estimate the power spectrum at
a given baseline, only these types of baselines are present,
the ensemble averaging to estimate the power spectrum from
visibility correlation is replaced with a time averag. The av-
eraging time is directly related to the dimension of the re-
gion in baseline space over which the average is performed,
the particular baseline value as well as the source declination
and telescope latitude. In general, any pair of antenna traces
elliptical tracks in the u− v plane because of the earth’s ro-
tation. For the purpose of this discussion, we take a very
simplistic model where the antenna pairs AB makes a circu-
lar arc of radius U =| ~U | in the baseline plane with center
at ~U = 0 and makes a complete circle in 24 hours. The aver-
aging time Γ is then the time the antenna pair stays within
the region of with ∆U =| ∆~U | over which the nearest base-
line averaging is done. Hence, Γ = ∆U T24
πU
, where T24 is the
time in a day. Usually, the values of ∆U are kept constant
for the entire baseline plane, hence, Γ ∝ 1
U
. Assuming the
gain model given in section 2.2 and neglecting all high order
correlations, the residual power spectrum for this case can
be written as
PRI (~U) = [∆A(Γ) + ∆B(Γ) +∇A(Γ) +∇B(Γ)]P
S(~U), (9)
where PS(~U) is the power spectrum of the sky brightness
distribution. Let us assume that nI(~U) gives the fraction
baseline pairs of this type available within the correlation
region. Note that, nI(~U) depends on the baseline distribu-
tion.
• Case II Baseline pairs with only one common antenna,
correlated at the same time: Here we consider the correla-
tion of the baselines where one antenna is common between
them, say AB and antenna AC is correlated at the same
time stamps of observations to get nearby baseline vectors,
i.e,
V 2RABAC(~U, t, ~U +∆~U, t) = V
R
AB(~U, t)
∗ V RAC(~U +∆~U, t).
(10)
Since, in this case, different time correlation between the
baselines are not involved the residual power spectrum does
not depend on the autocorrelation functions of the gain. The
residual power spectrum can be given as
PRII(~U) = [σ
2
δ + σ
2
φ]P
S(~U). (11)
Let us assume that the fraction of such baseline pairs avail-
able within the correlation region is nII(~U).
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• Case III Baseline pairs with only one common an-
tenna, correlated at different times: This is same as the case
above but the correlation is done at different time stamps
of observations to get nearby baseline vectors, i.e,
V 2RABAC(~U, t, ~U +∆~U, t
′) = V RAB(~U, t)
∗ V RAC(~U +∆~U, t
′).
(12)
The residual power spectrum can be written as
PRIII(~U) = [∆A(Γ) +∇A(Γ)]P
S(~U), (13)
and the fraction of such baseline pairs available within the
correlation region is nIII(~U).
• Case IV Baseline pairs with no common antenna: In
the correlation regions, we also expect to perform the corre-
lation between baseline pairs with no antenna in common.
With our present assumptions, these visibility correlations
will have zero residual power spectrum.
We assume that the autocorrelation functions and hence
the ∆s have power-law dependence in time, that is ∆(Γ) =
∆A0Γ
−αδA and ∇(Γ) = ∇A0Γ
−αφA . In general, the cor-
relation properties of the residual gain from the different
antenna are expected to be different. To investigate the ef-
fect of the gain in the residual power spectrum, simulation
methods need to be used.
In order to understand the effect of various factors in
the residual power spectrum, we consider a couple of toy
models here. To simplify, we assume that the correlation
properties of all the antenna are same and hence the antenna
indices can be dropped from the above expressions. Further,
for simplicity we consider that σδ = σφ = σ, ∆0 = ∇0
and αδ = αφ = α. These simplifications are just to reveal
the effect of baseline distribution as will be clear shortly.
A more realistic situation will be discussed in later sections.
Note that for α = 0, the correlation time in the residual gain
error is practically infinite, whereas α = 1 corresponds to
very little correlation in time. With the above simplification,
the bias in the visibility correlation estimator arising due to
the residual gain errors can be written as
B[P ](~U) =
([
4nI(~U) + 2nIII (~U)
]
Λ0U
α + 2nII(~U)σ
2
)
PS(~U),
(14)
where Λ0 =
∆0 ∆U T24
π
. Clearly, bias is multiplicative. We
define the ratio of the bias to the sky power spectrum as the
power spectral gain,
G(~U) = B[P ](~U)/PS(~U), (15)
which depends on the residual gain errors and the baseline
distribution and is independent of the contribution from the
sky. Note that the definition of the power spectral gain is
independent of the gain error and baseline distribution mod-
els. We consider the following two simplistic models for the
baseline pair distributions here. Firstly, we assume different
baseline pair fractions are same, i.e,
nI = nII = nIII = nIV =
1
4
. (16)
Then the bias in the visibility correlation becomes
B[P ](~U =
[
3
2
Λ0U
α +
1
2
σ2
]
PS(~U), (17)
To access the effect of ni in the power spectrum bias in a
0 2 4 6 8 10 12
U [kλ]
0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0
n
i(
U
)
nI
nII, nIII
nIV
Uniform fractions
Figure 1. Models for different baseline pair distributions are
shown as a function of baseline for an array with a maximum
baseline of 12 kλ. The quantities ni corresponds to a fraction
of baseline pairs of a particular kind as discussed in section 2.3.
The horizontal grey line corresponds to the case when all types
of baseline pairs have the same proportions.
more realistic situation we consider
ni(U) =
exp
[
−(γiU)
2
]
∑
i exp [−(γiU)
2]
, (18)
where N0 and γi are constants. It is expected that at the
long baselines contribution will be more from the baseline
pairs of type I etc., that is, γ1 < γ2 < γ3 < γ4.
Variation of the baseline pair fractions ni as a func-
tion of distance from the center of the baseline plane (U)
is shown in Figure 1. The horizontal grey line corresponds
to the case of uniform fraction given in eqn (16). The solid
black, dashed and dot-dashed lines corresponds to nI , n2, n3
and n4 respectively. We have chosen γ1 = 1/6, γ2 = γ3 = 1/4
and γ4 = 1/3 in this plot. Clearly, at the smallest base-
lines, all four types have similar contributions, whereas at
the largest baseline only the baseline pairs discussed in case I
contribute. As can be seen, the residual gain errors have two
effects in the bias in the power spectrum estimates. Firstly,
for the same range of visibility correlation ∆U , the time cor-
relation in gain error affects the long baselines more than
the smaller baselines. On the other hand, the fraction of
baseline pairs of type I, which produces relatively more bias
in the power spectrum estimates, comes in larger fraction
at the long baselines. These two effects sum up and produce
baseline based bias in the power spectrum estimates. We use
eqn 14 along with the two models for the baseline pair distri-
bution to estimate the bias in the power spectrum estimates.
Figure 2 plots the bias in the power spectrum estimates as
a function of baselines. The bias is normalized by σ2PS(U).
We have taken the value of α = 0.9. The dark black line cor-
responds to the case with the uniform baseline pair fraction.
For this case, at the short baselines, the normalized bias is
almost constant at a value of 1/2 and assumes a power-law
parallel to Uα at long baselines (dot-dashed line). The grey
solid line corresponds to the case with the baseline pair frac-
tions corresponding to eqn 18. Clearly, an extra steepening
MNRAS 000, 1–?? (2020)
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U [kλ]
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G(
U
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Uniform fractions, time correlatred
Gaussian fractions, time correlated
Uniform fractions, time uncorrelated
Gaussian fractions, time uncorrelated
∼Uα
Figure 2. Power spectral gain is plotted as a function of baselines
(solid lines) for two types of baseline pair fractions discussed in the
text. The values in the y axis are normalized by the standard de-
viation of the gain errors. The horizontal dashed line corresponds
to the case when there is no time correlation in the residual gain
errors. The dot-dashed line is parallel to the autocorrelation spec-
tra of the gain errors (see text for details). A significant change in
the power spectra is expected for such time-correlated gain errors.
of the bias, due to the presence of a large fraction of baseline
pair of type I at the long baselines, is seen. The dashed lines
correspond to the cases when there is no time correlation in
the residual gain errors. The uniform baseline pair fraction is
shown in dark black and the baseline pair fractions as given
by eqn 16 are shown in grey. These toy models demonstrate
that the bias in the power spectrum originating from the
residual gain error is scale (or baseline) dependent. The bias
to signal ratio in the power spectrum estimates is directly
proportional to the standard deviation of the residual gain
errors and limits the dynamic range to which the estimated
power spectrum has statistical significance. Clearly, if resid-
ual gain errors are smaller than unity, any signal is always
larger than the bias produced for its presence.
3 RESIDUAL GAIN ERRORS IN THE
REDSHIFTED 21-CM OBSERVATION IN
PRESENCE OF EXTRAGALACTIC POINT
SOURCES
In this section, we consider the effect of residual gain error
in the measurement of the redshifted 21-cm power spectrum
in the presence of strong foreground sources. Studying the
power spectrum of column density distribution of neutral
hydrogen by using redshifted 21-cm radiation holds the key
to probe the evolution of the structures over cosmic time
and answer important questions of dark energy evolution
etc. There are emissions from the galactic and extragalac-
tic sources at the frequency ranges of the redshifted 21-cm
signal. These emissions, usually several orders of magnitude
higher than the 21-cm signals of interest, are usually referred
as the foregrounds to the redshifted 21-cm signal. The galac-
tic foreground is mainly a diffused synchrotron component.
Though the statistical nature of this signal has been investi-
gated in detail, the sky brightness distribution of the galac-
tic synchrotron emission is yet to be constrained to a high
dynamic range (Jelic´ et al. 2008).
The extragalactic compact sources can be imaged using
interferometric observations to a fairly high accuracy. Sev-
eral techniques of modeling the visibilities from the compact
sources and subtraction of their contributions from the vis-
ibilities have been discussed in literature (Choudhuri et al.
2017). In the rest of the paper, we investigate the effect of
time-correlated residual gain errors in the presence of com-
pact sources. We model the source distributions from their
observed differential source count. Clustering of the compact
sources is neglected here.
The bias in the power spectrum arising due to the resid-
ual gain errors and the compact extragalactic sources are
expected to be several orders of magnitude higher than the
expected redshifted 21-cm signal. Since the 21-cm signal it-
self is expected to be quite low compared to that from the
compact sources, we have neglected its own bias.
3.1 Point source sky model
The number of sources in a flux density range S and S+dS
per unit solid angle in the sky for a given field of view of
observation is defined by the quantity dN
dS
, known as the
differential source count. The gross variation of flux density
of radio sources is expressed in terms of the spectral index.
The flux density of a given source as F1 and F2 at frequencies
ν1 and ν2, the spectral index is defined as −
log(F1/F2
log(ν1/ν2)
.
The differential source count at different radio fre-
quency bands are estimated in various surveys. These full-
sky surveys include the NRAO VLA Sky Survey (NVSS)
at 1.4 GHz (Condon et al. 1998) Faint Images of the Ra-
dio Sky at Twenty-centimeters (The VLA FIRST Survey)
(Becker et al. 1995) etc. At rather lower frequencies of 73.8
- 231 MHz there have been several full-sky surveys, namely
the VLSS (Cohen et al. 2007), VLSSr (Lane et al. 2014),
8C (Rees 1990), MSSS-LBA and MSSS-HBA (Heald et al.
2015), LoTTS (Shimwell et al. 2017, 2019) etc. In a recent
deep and wideband observation of the ELAIS N1 field with
the uGMRT band 3 Chakraborty et al. (2019) have esti-
mated the differential source count at 400 MHz. It has been
observed that the properties of the sources vary across the
radio wavebands. The 21-cm signal from the epoch of reion-
ization is expected to be redshifted to ∼ 100 MHz and
higher. Hence we are interested in source statistics near
to this frequency band. Differential source counts at ∼ 150
MHz have been calculated from various surveys in the litera-
ture. These include source counts from a single deep GMRT
integration and a larger-area GMRT survey centered on
the Boo¨tes field (Intema et al. 2011; Williams et al. 2016),
from the 7C survey (McGilchrist et al. 1990; Hales et al.
2007), from deep, small-area surveys with the LOFAR
HBA system Williams et al. (2016); Mahony et al. (2016);
Hardcastle et al. (2016), from the MWA GLEAM survey
(Wayth et al. 2015) as well as from deep but single-pointing
MWA survey Hurley-Walker et al. (2016); Franzen et al.
(2016, 2019), etc. Intema et al. (2017) has used the entire
TGSS survey to estimate the differential source count at
150 MHz based on the TGSS-ADR1 (Intema et al. 2017).
Because of the large sky coverage and hence large number
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Figure 3. The point source foreground. x and y are the x posi-
tions and y positions of the sources from the pointing center in
arcmin.
statistics, the TGSS ADR1 provides the strict constraints on
the shape of the source count distribution over the relevant
flux density range. In this work we use the source counts
from TGSS ADR1, where the differential source count is ex-
pressed over the flux density range of 5 mJy to 100 Jy as
log10(S
5/2dN/dS) = C0 +
5∑
i=1
Ci × [log10(S)]
i. (19)
Here C′is are constants, values are given in Intema et al.
(2017), [Table 6]. Intema et al. (2017) have also reported the
spectral index of the sources in the TGSS ADR1. Their re-
ported spectral index distribution can be well approximated
with a Gaussian distribution with mean −0.73 with the top
and bottom 10 percent of the sources lying beyond 0.43 and
−1.0. Tiwari (2019) has performed an extensive investiga-
tion of the spectral index distribution of the sources in TGSS
ADR1. They find for (all the sources) the mean spectral in-
dex is −0.7 with a dispersion of 0.2. We use a Gaussian
distribution of the spectral index with a mean of −0.7 and a
standard deviation of 0.2 to generate point source sky model
at the desired frequency.
3.2 Simulation method
We have demonstrated the effect of baseline pair distribution
on the bias in the power spectrum estimation in section 2.3
using a toy model for the telescope baseline pair distribution.
It is expected that the residual gain errors would depend on
the array configuration of a telescope. In this section, we
use realistic antenna configurations to estimate the power
spectrum bias. To generate the visibilities for a sky with the
above source catalog, we use GMRT Swarup et al. (1991)
baseline configuration. However, the methodology followed
here can be used to do similar investigations for other arrays.
Assuming a circular aperture, 45 meter diameter GMRT
dishes projects an Airy disk in the sky with the first null
of this pattern at 215′ at 130 MHz. We use the differential
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Figure 4. Variation of baseline distribution in uv-space with the
different directions in the sky. Baseline density, the number of
baselines per unit area at baseline U doesn’t change much for
different declinations.
source count relation and a uniform position distribution to
generate a catalog of 7250 sources in the flux density range
300 µ Jy - 1 Jy within a circular field of view with radius
200′. The lower limit of the flux density is comparable to
the expected redshifted 21-cm signal strength at 150 MHz.
As it is observed that the number of sources of flux densities
over 1 Jy is rather lower, we assume to choose a part of the
sky where they are not present. We further assign a spectral
index to each source in the catalog drawn from a Gaussian
distribution with the mean and standard deviation as dis-
cussed in section 3.1. The distribution of the sources in this
catalog is shown in Figure 3.
To compare with the expected redshifted 21-cm signal
from the EoR, we choose an observation frequency of 130
MHz with a bandwidth of 8 MHz and 128 spectral channels.
Figure 4 plots the azimuth averaged normalised baseline
density of the GMRT at 130 MHz for three different dec-
lination angles. The normalisation is such that the baseline
distribution plotted here is independent of the total number
of antennas as well as the total area in the u-v plane that the
array stretch to. The baseline range of the plot reflects the
available largest and smallest baselines available with the
GMRT. The smallest separation between two GMRT an-
tenna is ∼ 100 m, which corresponds to a baseline of 0.05 λ.
Clearly, for baselines larger than 0.1 kλ, the normalized and
azimuthally averaged baseline configuration at the GMRT
depends weakly on the declination angle of the source. We
assume that the source distribution in the catalog discussed
above is centered at the right assession of 0 hour and declina-
tion of 25◦ in the sky. We use the gain model as described in
section 2.2 to generate antenna based time-correlated resid-
ual gain errors. Using GMRT baseline configuration at 130
MHz we use the VCZ (van Cittert 1934; Zernike 1938) the-
orem to simulate 8 hours of observation and generate the
visibilities V SAB for each pair of antenna AB corresponding
to the above sky model. We add the effect of the antenna
gain to these visibilities to generate the observed visibilities
VMAB and use for further analysis. We do not add any instru-
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ment noise to the observed visibility in this study. The effect
of noise will be discussed in future work.
Assuming that the sky brightness distribution of the
compact sources in the sky is already modeled, we estimate
the residual visibilities by subtracting V SAB from V
M
AB. We
use the visibility based power spectrum estimator (eqn 6) to
estimate the power spectrum from the residual visibilities for
each spectral channels separately. The mean of the visibility
correlation from all the spectral channels gives an estimate
of the bias B[P ](~U) in the power spectrum in the presence of
residual gain errors. Note that, in absence of any gain error,
the visibility correlation (V 2) performed with the residual
visibilities have a zero mean. In the presence of residual gain
errors, the visibility correlation (V 2) from the residual visi-
bilities measures the bias in the power spectrum.
3.3 Results
In our model of residual gain error, we have the parameters
αδ and σδ, which quantifies the amplitude of the residual
gain error. The quantifiers for the phase of the gain errors
are αφ and σφ. The bias in the power spectrum depends
on these four parameters. A value of α = 0 corresponds to
the largest correlation, whereas the gain errors vanish for
σ = 0. We represent the strength of the amplitude gain
error σδ and the phase gain error σφ in percentage and de-
grees respectively. Figure 5 shows the variation of B[P ] as
a function of | ~U | for αδ = αφ = 0.97. The dashed line
corresponds to σδ = 0.06%, σφ = 0.06
◦, whereas the dot-
dashed lines gives for σδ = 0.02%, σφ = 0.02
◦. The ex-
pected red-shifted 21-cm power spectrum (solid black line)
at an observation frequency of 130 MHz is also plotted for
comparison (adopted from Bharadwaj & Ali (2005)). Note
that, the results quoted henceforth partly depend on the
observation frequency chosen above. However, the analysis
procedure we adopt in this work can be followed to estimate
similar results at other observation frequencies.
The bias in the power spectrum estimator follows a
generic trend in Figure 5, where at a baseline of 0.1 kλ, the
bias is minimum and increases monotonically at higher base-
lines. The rise in the larger baselines can be attributed to
a couple of facts. Firstly, the baseline coverage decreases at
higher baselines and hence the chance of having more base-
line pairs of type I increases, which in turn increases the bias.
In addition, for the higher baselines, the time correlation in
the residual gain have larger effects (see section 2.3 for de-
tailed discussion). We also observe that for baselines smaller
than 0.1 kλ, the power spectrum bias increases. This hap-
pens because of the lack of shorter baselines at the GMRT.
We expect this effect to be subdominant for the interferom-
eters with better baseline coverage at shorter baselines. This
generic trend in the power spectrum bias can be seen in the
subsequent figures.
Clearly, at long baselines, the power spectrum bias ex-
ceeds the power spectrum of the redshifted 21-cm emission
from the HI and the residual gain errors prevent us from
measuring the later. For larger values of σ parameters, the
power spectrum has a larger bias. The vertical line marks
the largest baseline Umax up to which the EoR power spec-
trum can be estimated in the presence of the residual gain
errors for the dot-dashed curve.
At the observation frequency of 130 MHz and at base-
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Figure 5. Residual visibility correlation plotted with baseline U.
σδ is in percentage and σφ is in degree. Umax is the point where
bias in the power spectrum exceeds the EoR power spectrum,
shown by the vertical dotted line.
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Figure 6. This contour plot is showing the variation of Umax
as a function of residual amplitude and phase gain errors. The
maximum allowed baseline length Umax in kilo wavelengths are
written over contour plots. Here amplitude gain errors σδ and σφ
(radian) are given in percent and degree respectively. The values
of αδ = αφ = 0.97.
lines < 0.5 kλ, the redshifted 21-cm signal is almost con-
stant (see figure 5). The signal drops to half of its value at
the plateau beyond 0.5 kλ. The gain error parameters that
give a Umax value of 0.5 kλ or larger would allow to estimate
the HI signal at these frequencies.
To see the variation of Umax with the σ parameters
we use a fiducial value of αδ = αφ = 0.97 and estimate
the value of Umax for different values of σδ and σφ. Grey
contours in Figure 6 gives the values of Umax for variation
of σ parameters between 0− 0.1. Note that Umax gives the
maximum baseline to which the bias in the power spectra
is lower than the power spectra itself. Hence Umax gives
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Figure 7. Contour plot showing the variation of Umax in kilo
wavelengths with the α parameters. The grey solid line corre-
sponds to results from the simulation and the dark dashed lines
are empirical fit to the simulation. Values of the σ parameters
fixed at 0.02.
the maximum baseline to which the power spectra can be
estimated for each parameter values (σ, α). A higher value
of σ corresponds to a higher residual gain error and hence
is expected to provide more bias in the power spectra. It is
then expected that as σ increases, the maximum baseline
to which the 21-cm signal extraction is possible, i.e Umax,
decreases. This is exactly the nature we see in Figure 6. At
higher gain errors the 21-cm signal extraction is severely
restricted. We have used an empirical function to fit the
contours and the best fit is shown with dark dashed lines.
Details of this empirical fit can be found in the Appendix I.
Figure 7 shows the variation of the Umax with respect
to the α parameters for a range 0.76 − 0.97. We have kept
both the σ parameters fixed at 0.02. The grey contours show
the values of the Umax as calculated from the simulation.
The dark dashed curves are the result of an empirical fit
to the simulation results (see Appendix I). For lower values
of α parameters, the residual gain errors are more corre-
lated. Hence, for lower values of α parameters, we expect
the bias in the power spectra to exceed the 21-cm signal
at lower baselines. This results in a lower value of the maxi-
mum baseline, Umax, to which the 21-cm signal extraction is
possible. This explains why for lower values of α in Figure 7
, values of Umax are lower.
We estimate the power spectral gain G(U) (see eqn 15)
for different values in our parameter space. Figure 8 show
the the variation of G(U) with baseline for σ and α parame-
ter combinations of [0.02, 0.06] and [0.95, 0.97] respectively.
Since the quantity G(U) is independent of the foreground
model, the estimates of the G can be used to calculate the
bias in the power spectrum for any foreground model.
4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
In this work, we addressed the effect of residual gain errors
in interferometric calibrations to estimate the power spec-
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Figure 8. The ratio of the bias to the power spectrum G(U) for
point source sky for different residual gain errors.
trum of the sky brightness fluctuations for high dynamic
range observations. Our particular focus has been the esti-
mation of the power spectrum of the redshifted 21-cm sig-
nal in the presence of strong galactic and extragalactic fore-
grounds. Using simulated observations with the GMRT like
array configurations we found that for the nearby baseline
visibility correlation estimators the residual gain errors re-
sult in a bias in the estimates of the power spectrum. Simi-
lar bias originating from calibration errors are reported ear-
lier in literature. The origin for the calibration errors is in-
accurate sky model used in calibration (Datta et al. 2010;
Ewall-Wice et al. 2017; Patil et al. 2016), bandpass calibra-
tion errors (Trott & Wayth 2016) etc. We discuss a method-
ology to access the impact of this bias given known param-
eters for the gain errors. We observe that the bias is scale-
dependent in general. This effect adds to the systematics in
the detection of the faint redshifted 21-cm signal.
The power spectrum of the sky brightness distribution is
estimated by using visibility correlation at the nearby base-
lines (Bharadwaj & Sethi 2001; Bharadwaj & Ali 2005). We
first investigated analytically the origin of the bias in the
power spectrum in the presence of residual gain errors
through different types of baselines pairs used in the visi-
bility correlation. We find that the bias originates when a
pair of baselines are used in the visibility correlation, that
has at least one antenna in common. The majority of the
bias arises from the correlations done with baselines involv-
ing the same antenna pairs. Analytical calculations followed
by investigations with simplistic toy models of gain errors
show that the main reason for the bias is the time correlation
in the residual gain errors. The bias additionally depends on
the baseline distribution of the particular interferometers.
To understand the effect of the residual gain errors on
the bias in the power spectrum in a more realistic scenario,
we simulate visibilities for a sky with compact sources in the
presence of residual gain errors. We choose a power-law func-
tion to model the time correlation in the amplitude and the
phase of the residual gain errors. To distinguish the effect of
the residual gain errors from the noise in the interferometer
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Figure 9. Power spectrum for different component of foreground.
Dot-dashed line is Poisson component of point sources used in this
paper, dashed line corresponds to the galactic diffuse synchrotron
emission (GDSE) (Jelic´ et al. 2008). The solid curve integrates
the effect of both the foreground components.
on the power spectrum bias, we do not consider any addi-
tive measurement noise here. The bias is found to increase
with the standard deviation of the gain errors. It is also ob-
served that an increase in the time correlation also increases
the bias. The gain errors in the amplitude and the phase
contribute approximately in a similar way to the bias.
It has been demonstrated that the compact foreground
sources can be modelled accurately enough in a radio in-
terferometric observation and can be subtracted from the
observed visibilities (Choudhuri et al. 2017). However, at
present, it is rather difficult to model the diffuse galac-
tic foreground and hence a visibility based subtraction
is not straight forward (Jelic´ et al. 2008). Several efforts
(Wayth et al. (2015) etc) are underway to generate all-sky
model of the diffuse galactic foreground using radio interfer-
ometers with a rather complete baseline coverage. Such mod-
els can be used in the future for a visibility based subtraction
of the diffuse foreground. In the analysis presented in this
paper, we considered a point source foreground model where
an exact visibility based foreground subtraction is possible.
We see, however, even with a known such foreground model
the estimated power spectrum will have bias coming through
the residual gain errors. In our formalism, the power spec-
tral gain G(~U) carries the effect of the residual gain errors
and is independent of the foreground model. Hence, this can
be used to estimate the bias in the power spectrum in the
presence of any foreground model.
The black solid line in Figure 9 shows the expected
foreground power spectrum in presence of the point source
model we used here (dot-dashed line) and the diffuse galac-
tic foreground at 130 MHz (Jelic´ et al. 2008) (black-dashed
line). We use this full foreground model and the estimated
power spectral gain G(~U) to plot the bias in the power spec-
trum (black dashed line) for 1000 hours of observation with
the GMRT baseline configuration in Figure 10. Here we have
assumed that the gain errors do not have any long time
correlation and they are completely uncorrelated for differ-
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Figure 10. Bias in the power spectrum with a compact and
diffuse foreground model in presence of different residual gain
error models and observation time. The α parameters are kept at
a fiducial value of 0.97 for all gain error models. The black dashed
line corresponds to σ parameters of unity and an observation time
of 1000 hours. The black dot-dashed line corresponds to the same
gain error model but with 10000 hours of observation time. The
grey-dashed line corresponds to σ parameter set to 0.1 and 128
hours of observation only. The grey solid line is the redshifted
21-cm signal (Bharadwaj & Ali 2005) expected at 130 MHz.
ent days. A similar gain correlation is used by Datta et al.
(2010). The σ parameters of the gain errors are set to fiducial
values of 1.0 and the α parameters are set to 0.97. This value
of the α corresponds to a low time correlation. This choice
of the σ parameter corresponds to a 1% error in the gain
amplitude and 1◦ in the phase. Chatterjee & Bharadwaj
(2019) have estimated that with ideal calibration and fore-
ground subtraction the detection of the redshifted 21-cm
signal at 78 MHz with a bandwidth of 20 MHz will require
∼ 1000 hours of observations with the GMRT considering
the available system temperatures. They also mention that
a further reduction of the observation time may happen in
presence of baryon-dark matter interaction (Barkana 2018;
Fialkov et al. 2018). Datta et al. (2010) uses numerical sim-
ulation to investigate the effect of residual gain error in the
redshifted 21-cm power spectrum. They choose the antenna
gain error amplitudes for a given antenna to be constant
over one day’s observation, whereas the gain errors in differ-
ent days and different antenna are taken to be uncorrelated.
They find that with 0.05% accuracy in the antenna gain
amplitude is required to detect the redshifted 21-cm signal
at a redshift of 8 with 5000 hours of MWA observations.
In this work, we use more realistic models of residual gain
errors and to estimate the bias in the power spectrum as
well as the power spectral gain. The dot-dashed line in Fig-
ure 10 corresponds to the bias in the power spectrum with
the same foreground and gain model with 10000 hours of the
GMRT observations and is below the expected 21-cm signal
(grey solid line, adopted from Bharadwaj & Ali (2005)) at
the useable range of baselines. Mertens et al. (2020) have re-
ported a calibration accuracy of 5% for 141 hours of LOFAR
observation at the redshift of 9.1.
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In this work, we see that the bias depends highly on the
calibration accuracy. Figure 10 suggests that we may reduce
the bias either by observing the signal over a larger num-
ber of days or increasing the calibration accuracy. However,
now it is understood that owing to the correlated point er-
ror, mechanical beam modulation and time stability of the
beam, the gain errors over different days can still be corre-
lated and may introduce additional effects. In this view, it
seems that more accurate calibration is the key to reduce
the bias and detect the 21-cm signal using nearby baseline
visibility correlation techniques. A reduction in the power
spectrum bias is expected with only 128 hours of observa-
tions with a calibration accuracy corresponds to 0.1% error
in the gain amplitude and 0.1◦ in the phase (grey dashed
line in Figure 10 ).
The standard deviation of the power spectrum estima-
tor is also expected to change in the presence of the residual
gain errors. This would add to the statistical risk in the 21-
cm power spectrum estimator and need to be investigated
in detail. We shall discuss the change in the variance of the
power spectrum due to the presence of the residual gain er-
rors in a companion paper.
Barry et al. (2016); Patil et al. (2016); Joseph et al.
(2018); Orosz et al. (2019) discuss the effect of gain error
in 21-cm experiments. Analytical calculations to model the
gain covariance are discussed in Ewall-Wice et al. (2017).
Liu et al. (2010) present a methodology to estimate the gain
covariance for redundant baseline calibration. In this work,
we assume that the gain errors are drawn from a time-
correlated Gaussian distribution. The autocorrelation func-
tion of the individual antenna gain errors is assumed to fol-
low a power law. We use this model of the gain statistics
in our methodology to estimate the power spectrum bias.
We note here that for a given interferometer, careful obser-
vation has to used to establish the gain statistics first. The
calibration requirements to observe the EoR signal then can
be evaluated for the particular interferometer using its gain
statistics. At present we are using the archival data to es-
tablish the gain statistics of the uGMRT. The results will
be published as a part of a future work. As mentioned in the
previous section, we use a range of (0., 0.1) for the σ and a
range of (0.76, 0.97) for the α parameters of our model of
the gain statistics. These ranges for the σ and α parame-
ters is motivated by the requirement for EoR detection with
our model of the gain statistics. Liu et al. (2010) estimates
the calibration errors expected for a redundant baseline cal-
ibration with baseline redundancies near to a square array.
Based on their calculations, with a foreground signal to noise
detection of 30, a 256 element array will have σ parameter
near to 0.1. In our model, we have neglected the time cross-
correlation of the gain errors from different antennae. Note
that a self-calibration based gain solution for the phase uses
three antennae for the phase closure. Hence, the phase solu-
tion of the three antennae involved in the phase closure can
apparently be correlated. However, note that such phase so-
lutions are obtained for all possible triad of antennae with a
given common antenna and then averaged over. Hence, it is
expected the cross-correlation of gain between two antennae
is rather small compared to the self-correlation. A similar ar-
gument can be evoked for the self-calibration solutions of the
amplitude gains, where the closure requires four antennae.
Ewall-Wice et al. (2017) use analytical calculation to show
that the gain autocorrelation varies roughly as the inverse of
the number of the antenna in the array, whereas the cross-
correlation of gain between different antenna varies as the
inverse of the square of the number of antennas. These argu-
ments show that to the first approximation we can neglect
the cross-correlation of gain between different antenna. We
plan to study the cross-correlation as a part of the ongoing
study with archival the uGMRT data as stated earlier. The
contribution to different baseline pair fraction in the power
spectrum bias has to be recalculated if the cross-correlation
of the antenna gain from the different antenna is significant.
In this work, we estimate the effect of residual gain er-
ror at different baselines for visibility correlation done at
a given channel. This corresponds to the estimation of the
21-cm power spectrum as a function of the wave-number
perpendicular to the line of sight and integrated over all the
wave-numbers parallel to the line of sight. We have assumed
that the residual gain errors are not correlated across differ-
ent frequency channels. In a realistic scenario, the frequency
dependence of the gain is calibrated by estimating the band-
pass response of the instrument (Taylor et al. 1999). The
estimation of the bandpass response is often done using a
polynomial model, which can induce correlated residual gain
errors in the bandpass response. This is expected to add to
the effect of the foreground wedge when the power spectrum
of the 21-cm signal is estimated in the 2D wave-number
plane (Datta et al. 2010; Parsons et al. 2012; Morales et al.
2012; Vedantham et al. 2012). However, since the 21-cm sig-
nal from a given redshift decorrelates faster with frequency
(Bharadwaj & Pandey 2003; Bharadwaj & Ali 2005) than
the foreground signals, the effect of frequency dependence
in the residual gain errors is not straight forward to esti-
mate. It has been observed in the literature that for the spec-
trally smooth gain solutions the bias in the power spectrum
estimator is relatively less significant (Barry et al. 2016;
Trott & Wayth 2016; Ewall-Wice et al. 2017). It is still im-
portant to investigate, for the nearby baseline visibility cor-
relation estimators how much variation in the calibration
errors in frequencies affect the power spectrum bias. We are
investigating this effect at present and the results will be
communicated in future work.
APPENDIX I
We use the following function to model the U(σδ, σφ) as
obtained from simulation for fixed values of (αδ, αφ):
Umax(σδ, σφ) = A0 + A1 exp
[
−b
√
σ2δ +
(σφ
d
)2]
+ A2 exp
[
−c
(
σδ
2 +
(σφ
d
)2)]
. (20)
The best fit values of the parameters and corresponding er-
rors are given in Table 1.
We use the following function to model the U(αδ , αφ)
as obtained from simulation for fixed values of (σδ, σφ) :
Umax(αδ, αφ) =
1∑
m=0
2∑
n=0
amnα
m
φ α
n
δ . (21)
The best fit values of the parameters and corresponding er-
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Table 1. Values of the fitting parameters defined in equation 23.
Values are given in the second row and the corresponding errors
in the parameter are in the third row.
A0 A1 A2 b c d
(×102) (×101)
values 6.35 2.20 6.46 9.35 9.18 0.577
errors 0.67 0.03 0.07 0.10 0.16 0.006
rors (designated by ∆) are
amn =

−12.8 17.531.6 −43.9
−19.6 28.1

 ∆amn =

1.9 2.24.2 4.9
2.3 2.7

 .
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